Point-wise measurements of MRS volume selection performance are insensitive to magnetic susceptibility effects of phantom materials.
The purpose was to analyse magnetic susceptibility effects on accuracy of point-wise measurements of signal profiles in the assessment of MRS volume selection performance. An existing phantom design consisting of a sphere with a movable signal source was used for the investigation. The influence from the phantom on magnetic field homogeneity was measured with phase sensitive 1H imaging and 31P spectroscopy on a 1.5 T whole body MR system. The susceptibility effects for such a phantom design can be separated in 1/ A variation in the background magnetic field, which is caused by the stationary structures and has a significant influence on spatial accuracy. 2/ A magnetic field distortion, which is caused by the movable signal source and has very little influence on accuracy. The spatial inaccuracy due to susceptibility effects in this phantom, was 0.03 mm for positions of the signal source covering a 40-mm VOI. Susceptibility effects from the movable signal source were substantial but had very little influence on spatial accuracy. Still, improvements of this phantom design are possible. Point-wise measurements using a phantom with a movable signal source is inherently insensitive to susceptibility effects from the signal source and permits accurate signal profile measurements of high spatial (sub-mm) resolution.